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Mr. Chief Justice; May It Please the Court: 
, . 

The Bar of this Court met this mo~·n1ng in memory.;of Felix Frankfurter, 
who was an Associate Justice of the Court. trom .January ]0,. 1939, until 
August 28, :1:-962, and who died qn February· 22, 1965. Few men have. 4evo~ed 
as much of themselves to this Court -- it was, as the. Justice .said in ~x
pressing to the President his reluct~nce at ie.aV1ng the Court, lithe .insti:- . 
tution whose concerns have been the abiding inter~st of my life 11 . - - .-and 
few men have had so much of themselves to give: His was a towering intel
lect;. he had the lteenest of IDinds and .the most facile of .pens; he brpught 
to the Court his 

and 
boundless love of life and his work; and. his understanding 

of the Nation respect for its institutions could' not have been more, 
profo~d. Unquestionably, his service here was the triumphant .c'\llmiIla'ti.on 
of. the life of one of the great public men 'of the ,Century, a.s well as one 
of the .brightest cJ:lapter~ in th1sCourt IS distinguj,shed history. " 

. \ 

Z:'need not remind those who are gathered here· of the emptiness which 
his passing has .left •. In this room especially we recall the vivid .and 
crackling excitement which was inevitably genera't;ed when he questione.d 
counsel -- challenged would perhaps be more appropriate .-- or dellvered 
an opinion.· T~ose marks of the Jus~~ce are lost to. us .except in ,memory . 
Nor shall·la:tte,mpt to speak of h1~ rich and varied l~·fe~nd accompl:;i..sb1":·. 
ments outsi~the' Court . Le~ me &peak rath~r of what I ~l~eve' to be· his· 
principal· legacy to this and· later gener.ations... ':- his forcefullY. articulated 
concepti'op of .the role ·of courts, and in :particular of this C'ourt, .in .:the-
American political. system. '" 

We' 
~. 

.  ''1' 

should::~f1rst under.stand :someth1Ifg of the background and ex'per~ence 
of the man. As a poor immigrant boy who by sheer force of intellect and 
character aqpieved great eminence in ~he public life' of his .. adopted country, 
he knew at first hand, and passionately believed in,. the promise of, American 
life. The, ye~s before he . came to the Cpurt ,. moreover, ~oincided with the 
great refo~ ear pf.the first decades of tpis century -~ a period when 
Congress E\nd '!:ihe President, and even more l. perhaps , St~te legislatures, . 
. were .emb8l'king upon programs of.' bold experimentation in. social. just.ice . 
and reform. In that day, judicial dec~.sions which took a -re.str1ctive ':v1'ew 
of the ~egula.tory powers of the. Sta~e and ~ation were a major stumbling: 
block.. Himself an impa.ssioned reformer,. Justice Frankfurter, saw that· the 
American exp,eriment with dem9c:racy .. ~s a workable one .-.... that. government 
by .:the peoPle through their e·lected representat'ives can be· v1telr.and.. :,~· 
progress!ve; and he saw that the courts of that da.y., in contrast,.. .:were· 
remote from popular currents, and consequently ill adapted to function 
as an independent organ of. social policy. 

His career. in government and af! a professor of law at Harvard con:.
firmed th~ less'ons of his youth:_ He came into conta.ct~: with Holmes, 
Brandeis and .learned Hand, whom -he:revered and whose fundamental Views 
he shared, although he imbued those ~ews both with his own. passionate 
natur~ and with his own ~que·sense of the values· of American institu
tions. His.own resear~hes added to his knowledge. His. ·brilliant pioneering 
study of the .labor injunction, for .. example, showed that there might be 
~eas of socia! conflict to: the resQlutionof which the processes of. the' 
courts were inherently ill suited. More important, at Harvard he became 
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the first systematic student of the Supreme Court as an institution. He 
acquired a scholar IS understanding of its strengths and 'limitations, and 
came to believe in the Court~s indispensable historic role as 'the arbiter 
of fundamental conflict.s of power within the American political system, 
concluding that its ,success in this role depended in verY significant 
measure upon scrupulous adherence to the procedures and limitations of a 
court of law. ' 

Perhaps the most important result of his years as a law professor 
specializing in the study· of this Co~-t was that he became imbued with a 
tenacious faith in l;"eason.,and -in this Court as its embodiment' in the 
political structure,e' Almost a quarter, century of brilliant and lively 
tea.chins, schola.r.ship, ·,and polemics did not fail to instill in him a pro
found belief in theeffieacy of, 'the rational processes of the law and a 
reverence for this Court as the iostitution of government pre-eminently 
fitted to bring these ,processes to bear upon the nation f 6 fundamental 
problems -- which, as 'de Toqueville observed,' are inevitably 'presented 
sooner or. later in judicial questions,. ' 

, These themes,--faith in the American democratic experiment 'and 
reverence for this Court as the embodiment of reason applied' to the 
problems of government' -- explain, I think, much of Justice Frankfurter IS 
matured' conception of the 'Court t s, role. Corigress and the State legisla
tures; the ',basic orga.ns' ot 'repre'sentative government, were, in his view, 
designed to make social policy; the Court was not. The Court'uiuSt, there
fore, in Justice Frankfurter's view, be most cautious in the exercise of 
1ts power 'toinvalida.te' legislation on constituti'onal grotinas".' 

The same result followed by a slightly different route. ;: 'If the Court 
were truly ,to exe~lify the application of 'reason to gover:nnient, it "would " 
have,to respect the competenCies of the other'organs of government -
Congress and the President; State courts and legislatures, federal trial 
judges and the federal regulatory 'agencies. If it went too far 'afield, 
in the long rUn it woUld only weaken itself. To the same endof','preserving 
the 'Court's prestige and effectiveness, he felt that it shoUld 'adhere 
scrupulously to the procedures, and traditions of a court of laM, declining 
to pass upon any but, cases in which the' 1'ssues were focused 'and 'the facts ' 
digested in accordance with the strict'" requirements of' the adjudicative . 
process, ana disch8l:'g:lpg its 'duties at' all ;"times ' with metiCulous crafts
manship, 'and' impartiality. 

It is popular today to speak of Justice' Frankfurter's' philosophy of 
the role of courts as one of IIjudicial self restraint. tI Thus phrased" 
the Justice IS i'deology. becon:.es a negative conception and, indeed' a most 
implaus~bl~ one in 'light of the man. For Felix Fra.nk:f'urter was not a man 
who was either restrained or detached; he was, ,quite to the contrary, both 
deeply paSSionate 'and consumingly involved. "He was, I; as ProfesSor 
Mansfield (a former la.w clerk) said on the occasion 'of 'his 'death, lithe 
most unreserved of :men. 11 ,Ris view of his proper role as a judge' did, it 
is true, require~ him more than once to sustain policies and 'results ir
reconcilably at'.,war with his personal 'predilections, and in' this particular 

, . 
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sense he may be said to have- 'been restrained •.... A sharp- example )ot ,such a 
dilemma early in his judicial career ·occurred.. :1.n the :sec.ond. flag' salute 
case, where the 'Justice found himself in disse.nt from.s "de.<;is~on ,holding 
that a member of Jehovah I s Witnesses could not C?ons.t1tuti.ona.1.~y" be com
pelled by a State legislature to participate in ·.a patri.ot±c c.e.r~~ony :con
trary to his religious 'beliefs. Recognizing, with:.unususl candor .and 
eloquence, the line between his personal views and,~those he believed to 
be imposed upon the State legislature by the Constitution, ·the Justi~e 
said: 

"One who belongs to the most Villified and persecuted· .. ' 
minor!ty in history ·is not likely :to be insensible to the' t ," 

freedom guaranteed by our Constitution.· Were my purelY:"personal 
attitude relevent I should wholeheartedly associate myself 

"with the .generalliberte.rian'Views in the Court f s o:pin±on~ 
representing .as they, do the' thought and action of 8,' lifetime. 
But as jud.ges we are ne~ther Jew nor Gentile, neither C'athelic 
nor agnostic.' We owe equal attachment to the Const1tution .and 
are equallY.bound by'our judicial obligations whether we 'derive 
our citi zens'hip . from the earliest or the latest, immigrants ~~to ' 
these ,sho~s. I: , 

That he nevertheless di'd not veer from his conception of' the prope'r 
limitations of the Court' bespeaks his' ·fidelity to principle and' his st,rong 
intellectual self-discipline. But itrelects much more as'well··.i and,,! 
come' now to a second important aspect of his contribution to our political 
and judicial philosophy. It was his belief that the Court' scircumscrlbed 
role was a necessary corollary to the vigorous and progressive e:::ercise of 
the, policy-makin€f function by the political organs of government, to which 
that funct.ion has been primarily entrusted by the Constitution;" as it must 
be ,in a free society. To be sure, he did not hesitate to invalidate laws 
fundamentally incompatible with democracYj his COnsistent positIon in the 
civil rights area. bears witness to that'. He taught not a universal solvent 
for constitutional problems, but, rather, a fundamental attitude: To equate 
strong distaste for a statute with t ts unconstitutionalitY"'Would unduly 
stifle, and ,.might ultimately destroy, the ,creative forces of democracy -
upon which, responsibly exercised, we ultimately depend for progress and 
for.. liberty; Courts cannot undertake ,comprehensively to -exerci'se-a. policy
making role, and they must' talte care '-not 'to destroy the ·re·sponeib11itY of 
these who do. ' 

These: principles received a severe test near the close of Justice' 
Fro.nkfurter I s judicial career, 'in the reapportionment case' (Baker v. Carr). 

. The,'. ill Yhich the Court was asked to confront was a. malady ,of represen.te:: 
tive gover~nt i.t·self" a malady" m.oreover, of the utmost gravity and 
:.~ationwide, -in scope.. Since a malapportioned legislature could hardly be 
expected voluntarily to reapportion itself equitably, Justice Frankfurter 
was.,; :raced' with the hardest of cho1cE!s: between judicial action that· in' 
his view would only har.m the Court without'prom1s~g a satisfactory solu
tion to the problem, of unequal representation (a problem. tha.t he considered 
political rather than judicial in characte~); and judicial inaction which 
would leave the problem without foreseeable solution. He chose the first 
horn of this dilemma. He s:poke in these words: 
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***(T )here is not under our Constitution a judicial remedy 
for every political mischief, for every undesirable exercise of 

.legislative power. The framers carefully and With deliberate, 
forethought'refused so to 'enthrone the judiciary. In this situa
tion, as in others of like nature, appeal for relief does not be~ 
long here. ,Appeal must be to an informed, civically militant 
electorate. In a democratic society like ours, relief must come 
through an aroused popular conscience that sears the conscience 
of the people I s representatives. 11 

I shall not -presume to appraise the choice made. My pOint is that 
for him this was no empty rhetoric; the principles of separation of 
~ower and federalism were, living guid~lines, no more cliches. 

In short, J.\1Stice Frankfurter t,s, conception of judicial self-,restraint 
was not solely, or even primarily, focused upon inhibiting judicial power 
as sooh. To be sure, he was concerned tha.t expanding the Co~' s role 
beyond what he conceived to be its proper limits would deflect, the Court 
from more basic duties, and impair its ability to dis'charge ,them adequately, 
and also that, outside the lim1ted sphere of its competency, the Court 
would not be able to provide viable solutions to social and political 
~roblems. But he viewed the problem, at the same time, in the positive 
light of promoting a democrat"ic and just society. The choice to abstain 
in many vital areas was for him a practical and acceptable, and, if painful, 
still not intolerable, chOice, because he believed that in the final 
reckoriing the representative organs of government must be relied upon to ' 
do, ';nQt shi,rk" their job. And he was convinced that the Court, if it, took 
upon i t;self the task of righting all of the nation f s social wrongs, would , 
f;lnd 'l:t'self ill-equipped, while at the same time'encouraging the political 
organs to shed their ,rightful burdens. They could be expected to act most· 
responsibly only if accorded the full anq awesome responsibility for making 
policy ,and political judgments; the.best thing the Court could do, there~ 
fore, ,was to place the responsibility squarely where it belonged. 

'>'-'I'have tried .:to suggest that Justice Franl~~r's view of the Court 
as' ~'.:i'pstitution constrained to act within rigorous l1m1ts rested not so' 
much,on .a. negative view of the Court t s power and competence, but 'more on 
an Sffi::n:natiiie" faith in reason, dexn.ocracy, and the genius and fortune of
the American polit,ical system to secure just solutions for essentially :, 
social or political problems outside the judicial arena. This faith did 
not exclude an important role for the Court. On the contrary" it suggested 
several important creative functions. Let me mention, in the first place 
the Court's unique function as a teacher (as the Justice himself had been) 
and exemplar. We see this in the form and texture of his opinions. llritten 
to instruct, expl1cit about their assumptions and implications, freighted 
With history and learning, they set a pew style in judicial opihion....writing. 
We saw it to~ ~n his probing: questions from the bench and his lively ex- " 
changes with counsel. The· 'Court, he s8id,is lIa tribunal not designed as 
a dozing audience for the rendering of soliloquies" but "a questioning 
body, utilizing ,oral .arguments as a means for exposing the difficulties 
of a case with a ~view for meeting them.,a 



"As another example of the Court's creative role, consider his consistent attitude 
toward the other organs of government whose actions or enactments he was called upon 
to enforce and review. While vigorously upholding their autonomy (as in his famous 
Pottsville opinion), and reluctant to second-guess their substantive determinations, he was 
aggressive in interpreting statutes so as to effectuate Congress' basic purpose (however 
imperfectly expressed in the statutory language), and in enforcing procedural regularity to 
compel the policy-making organs to act responsibly. 

"As a reader of statutes-really the bulk of the Court's business-Justice Frankfurter 
drew upon his great understanding of the Nation and its processes. He was impatient 
with mechanical literalism divorced from the underlying purpose. In speaking of the 
Fourth Amendment, he once wrote: 'These words are not just a literary composition. 
They are not to be read as they might be read by a man who knows English but has no 
knowledge of the history that gave rise to the words.' He was realistic in his assessment 
of the practical limitations of the legislative process-the inability to provide for every 
contingency of statutory application; the difficulty of verbal precision in instruments 
whose phrasing is inevitably a product of compromise. He also refused to abandon hope 
of finding behind a statute a coherent legislative design that would give meaning and 
direction to the search for the 'intent' ofCongress. This quest for purpose involved much 
more, of course, than resort to the committee reports and the record of debate. To him 
the legislative history of an Act comprised the history ofprior enactments in the field, the 
mood and temper of the legislators, the events that gave rise to the legislative proposals, 
the changes the bill underwent before it assumed its final enacted form. Above all, he 
tried to understand the nature of the problem that had called forth the legislative response. 
If the Court could divine the legislators' problem and trace in the rough the indicated 
lines of their solution, it was obligated to give the statute a construction that would help 
to achieve their end. 

"This creative and masterful sensitivity in the interpretation of statutes was surely one 
of the most fruitful products of his conception of the Court's role. I emphasize that it was, 
indeed, rooted in that conception. His faith in representative governn1ent implied to him a 
commitment to use the special resources of the judiciary-power and skill in analysis and 
clarification-to help make the legislative process viable and productive, and his faith in 
Reason committed him to bring to the task of meaningful statutory construction all the 
tools of cogent analysis: history and scholarship, imagination and understanding, practical 
experience and common sense. The bold results of his approach are particularly evident in 
his famous opinions in the labor field, from Phelps Dodge to the second Garmon case. 

"Justice Frankfurter's view of the Court's role also underlay his pioneering approach to 
cases involving a challenge to the validity of official action. He showed that the Court had a 
salutary role to play in encouraging responsible action. We see this most clearly in his 
opinions reviewing administrative decisions. In the early years of his career on the Court, such 



review had already gone through two phases. In the first, agency a.ction 
that seemed to exceed lawful bounds had been unhesitatingly struck down, 
without more. In the second pbase--a reaction to the first--the tendency 
had been to uphold agency action almost as a matter of course, and to ex
ercise little judicial control over the administrative process. Justice 
Frankfurter found a middle grol.Uld between the extremes of judicial super
vision and abdicat1on--requiring:that the agencies conform. to procedures 
calculated to maximize the prospects for wise and r.ational decisions, while 
refusing in general to reView the substantive wisdom of a decision respon
sibly made. 

His vi~ of the Court's function in such cases is exemplified by his 
landmark opinion in the first ~nery case. Tbe agency, in its ~inion, 
had placed decision on one ground; in defending the decision in the Supreme 
Court, the agency's appellate staff relied heavily on a different ground. 
Speaking for the Court, Mr. Justice Frankfurter held such a procedure. iln
permissible. Congress had lodged the responsibility for decision in the 
members of the agency, and not in their appellate lawyers. If agency'action 
was to b.e upheld, it should be on a grotmd considered and adopted by the 
agency 1tself. Only then would there be assurance that agency policy vas 
being formulated deliberately and that responsibility was being assumed, 
not evaded, by those whom Congress made responsible.• 

This notion is epitomized in a memora.ble sentenc~.from Justice 
Frankfurter's McNabb opinion: "':rhe history of li'bel'ty has largely been 
the history of observance of procedural safe~dB. tt What he meant, I
believe, was that if the courts. did no more than compel offiCials to follow 
fair and proper procedures in enforcing the law--procedures that would re
quire them to reason before·decid1ng·and to explain the basis of their 
actions--substantive rights would inevitably flourish. 

Consider also Justice Frankfurter's devout inSistence that the Court 
must never permit itself to became a party to injustice; never allow its 
image as an institution of reason and conscience to become tarnished. 
This lies at the root of the-Justice's steadfast stand against the admis
sion of confessions ,obtained by the tbitd degree or other .illegal means. 
A conviction based on such methods could not be Upheld without condoning 
wilful disregard of our society's basic .norms of fair procedure, and hence 
should not, he reasoned, be tolerated by the Court. .The same idea explains 
his frank refusal to uphold convictions based on methods shocking to the 
conscience. His standard in the famous stoma·ch-pump:.:case (Rochin v. 
California) rested on a bold and forthright, not a negative or passive, 
view of the Court's role in the American governmental system--a.s the keeper 
of the public conscience. 

His emphasis on procedure and on the Court's duty to avoid injUstice 
led him to play an active and forward role in the area of federal criminal 
justice. For example, it was Justice FraIlltfurter who, in the McNabb case, 
s.ignificAntly a.dvanced thfl' fertile concept that this Court bas a broad 



tlsupervisory authorityll over the procedures of the lower federal courts in 
criminal cases. And in other areas where the elaboration of policy 'Was 
peculiarly appropriate for courts--such as the enforcement of the Fourth 
Amendment--he was also in the forefront. 

In these remarks, I have made no effort to encompass or evaluate all 
of Justice Frankfurter's rich contribution~ to the law, this Court, and 
the Nation4 I have concentrated on his view of the Court's role in society 
because it seems to me that there may be a particular value in reminding 
ourselves of the fullness, the maturity, and the affirmativeoess of his 
view. To be sure, his philosophy is open to challenge both generally and 
in its application to specific cases. Men of Originality and greatness 
are inevitably men of controversy, and the Justice relished such battles. 
The heart of the matter lies beyond agreel"...ent or dissg!'eement. Justice 
Frankfurter contributed to the jurisprudence of this Court a coherent, 
articulate, and rounded conception of its place and function in the firmament 
of the American system. And to the law as a whole he brought a devotion 
to the process of achieVing justice through reason. Few have left so rich 
a legacy. 

May 1t please this Honorable Court: In the name of the lawyers of 
this Nation, and particularly of the Bar of this Court, I respectfully 
request that the resolutiqn presented to you in memory of the late Justice 
Felix Frarutfurter be accepted by you, and that it, together vith the 
chronicle of these proceedings, be ordered kept for all time 1n the records 
of thi s Court. 


